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Point from one superior alternatives. Second, an ASCIT vote is requested. Currently, according to ASCIT bylaws, "No decision or action may be taken unless the board has been convened and should be guided by the motives of the accusers. His points are mixture of good ideas, poorly thought of ideas, and just plain wrong ideas, which he presents to us, indirectly by induction.

First, Mr. Nichols voices the misconception that a person who feels unjustly treated by the Board has nowhere to turn. It has a good case, the Dean will simply not follow the recommendations of the hypothetical bad Board and thus leave it in the potentially fatal to the BOC. Further, the student feels he's mistreated by his BOC, he is not only wrong in his attempt to honestly report his accusations to the Caltech Community. Otherwise, he should bring his lunch. I find it easy to understand why he feels he has nowhere to turn. If members of the BOC acting fairly, then the community at large must be told so that they can approach the board's decision. Moreover, I should be reminded of the new standards in the board's decision. The only power or the Board is the ability to hold the people to the decision. Therefore advocate the BOC. This is patent falseness. Next, Mr. Nichols bemoans the non-existence of the student's appeals to the Dean. What is and what is not an Honor System violation. Here, he correctly views some very hazy areas where it's not clear whether -- if anyone is taking advantage of whom. The answer is, however, to invoke immediate bars the BOC. This is not something which should be guided by trust and respect for each other's work as individuals.
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Let me mention a few hypothetical cases. Say you witness someone break into the dorm and check out the key. You report it to your dorm and the key. The child who had the key for the dorm and the key to the dorm and the key to the dorm and the key to the dorm and the key to the dorm and the key to the dorm and the key to the dorm. Is that it? No, because if a master key doesn’t open it, it’s impossible to determine if the kid has changed the lock. Therefore I would have reason to suspect a violation had been committed, according to the BOC policy statement on the unlocking of rooms without permission. Would I able to get the BOC? I would ask the person with the spare key to my dorm and explain my findings.

What if someone decided a piece of furniture, say in the lounge of a student house, was in disrepair. Suppose further that someone, noting its state, moved into it and misplaced it in a moment of flaunting glory. “Stealing in any form from another student or the Institute is a clear violation,” according to the honor system guide. Again I have reason to suspect a violation.

What about showering? I asked Bryan if he thought the practice of showering should be investigated. His answer was “I’m not going to go around rail ing everyone on an honor system violation.” Why is charity which moved him to ignore showering? I’d like to know that he is an officer in a house which contains certain acts of violation when caught in a ritualistic manner. I certainly don’t know. Nevertheless, it is not being as familiar with the vagaries of honor as Bryan is, would also hesitate to report certain sadistic practices if I suspected that in all of the above cases, many Techers, including myself, have been kept in the dark by a key to a room after they reoccupy to the BOC. I will go as far as to suggest that it is a general practice to go unreported for a large variety of reasons.

Mr. Nichols has somehow divined that the Board blindly ignores the motives of the people who bring cases to us. I can only assure him that his suspicions are groundless. In fact, it is quite possible that an attempt to use the mechanisms of the Honor Board to further one’s own personal vendettas would be considered a serious Honor System violation since it could do great damage to an old friend, the atmosphere of mutual trust. In all the above allegations, the supposed problems evaporate under rational scrutiny.

Now let’s look at the proposed solutions to the alleged problems, ignoring for the moment that the problems themselves have been shown to be illusory. It is my contention that, even if they were necessary, the plans would be ineffective.

First, we have the proposed independent review board to handle appeals. Mr. Nichols would have the GRB review the BOC’s cases. Here again, he has adopted a simplistic stance without giving it much thought or study. The truth is that the BOC and GRB function in such vastly different matters that they would find it nearly impossible to make competent judgments on each other’s actions. Further, the lack of a medium for appeals grants the students and faculty an open forum in which to question the actions of the other. In short, this is a cute but silly idea.

—Chuck Nichols

Counterpoint

to the gray-area problem is critical for consideration of how the Honor System applies to one’s own actions. It is inconceivable that a person consciously and actively trying to avoid taking unfair advantage would ever be convicted of a violation. Spelling things out any more explicitly would serve only to erode the concept of mutual trust by implying an inability on our part to act fairly on our own.

Last, we find that Mr. Nichols has somehow divined that the Board blindly ignores the motives of the people who bring cases to us. I can only assure him that his suspicions are groundless. In fact, it is quite possible that an attempt to use the mechanisms of the Honor System to further one’s own personal vendettas would be considered a serious Honor System violation since it could do great damage to an old friend, the atmosphere of mutual trust. In all the above allegations, the supposed problems evaporate under rational scrutiny.

Now let’s look at the proposed solutions to the alleged problems, ignoring for the moment that the problems themselves have been shown to be illusory. It is my contention that, even if they were necessary, the plans would be ineffective.

First, we have the proposed independent review board to handle appeals. Mr. Nichols would have the GRB review the BOC’s cases. Here again, he has adopted a simplistic stance without giving it much thought or study. The truth is that the BOC and GRB function in such vastly different matters that they would find it nearly impossible to make competent judgments on each other’s actions. Further, the lack of a medium for appeals grants the students and faculty an open forum in which to question the actions of the other. In short, this is a cute but silly idea.

—R.C. Colgrove

The New Ice House

$1.50 IMPOSSIBILITY!

A LIVE 3 ACT SHOW, PLUS OUR LIVE VERSION OF "THE DATING GAME" ALL FOR $1.50

Wednesdays only at Pasadena’s famous comedy nightclub the new “ICE HOUSE,” admission for students over 17 is $1.50. See America’s hottest comedians such as: Gallagher, Brian, and Kingman! Baum, and many more performing live in an intimate atmosphere. Music and Magic too! Superb food and drink! regular admission wed-sun $3.95 & 4 $4.95

24 HR CELEBRITY LAUGH LINE 449-0096

24 N. Mentor Ave., Pasadena
Program information: 449-4053 . . . reservations (after 4 pm): 681-1923

Next Week

AGATHA CHRISTIE’S
"MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS"

Burger Continen will offer you a deal you cannot refuse.

Buy Caltech Cards and save 20%

good food at reasonable prices refils on soft drinks at all times seconds on salad bar

SPECIALTIES: SHISH-KABOB, SHAO RMA, SOULVAKI-STEEK
HOMEMADE PASTRIES: BAKLAVA, BUMRA, AND NAPOLEONS

For Entire Month of November: A Free Root Beer Float to Freshmen and Sophomores

Faculty, Grad Students, Attend!
Mondays and Tuesdays are Beer Days. Buy 1 pitcher, get the second one free!

in Lake Avenue 1/2 Block North of California

We are also treated to Mr. Nichols’ plan for a published review of the “disposition” of all Board cases. Since, as I have already made repeatedly clear, disinterested referees can take their case to the press anytime they choose, the only information gained from this plan would be the results of “fair” decisions or those whose defendants wished to keep them confidential. The only true effect of this scheme would be to jeopardize, because of small numbers of cases and the high visibility of students, the confidentiality imposed by the ASCIT bylaws.

The last of Mr. Nichols’ proposals is a sub-board system of dealing with trivial problems and here he answers his own question. Clearly, if all concerned parties can settle among themselves, unfair advantage has already been nullified and the BOC should keep its big nose out of it. Indeed, above-board mediators for such settlements already exist in the form of UCC, RA, and the BOC representatives. As with so many of Mr. Nichols’ misjudgments, he sees a need for rules, and councils when the situation truly calls for reasonable, rational behavior on the part of the individuals involved.

A pattern should be emerging from all these criticisms. Mr. Nichols seems consistently unable to believe that people can behave honorably in the absence of binding authority. If he’s right, then the Honor System is foolish and misguided. I believe he’s wrong. I’ve shown his arguments to be full of holes. In fairness, I should add that Mr. Nichols’ questions about the limits to aggression and to membership in the Caltech community are quite apt and I will give them the attention they deserve in another article. Finally, I’d like to allay Mr. Nichols’ fears of prosecution for slander. He has been granted a broad-branded literary license revoked on the grounds of speech, and he has shown a penchant for choosing flammability over accuracy in his writing.
**SAC Headquarters**

ASCIT is looking for editors. This is your last chance to sign up and become editor of the BIG T of Little.

Editing the BIG T is a major job. The BIG T is Caltech's undergraduate yearbook. Experience with photographic techniques, and layout of "photodyne copy" is essential.

Students are encouraged to form editorial pairs, or have staff members lined up for duty before signing up. The BIG T, with this year's seniors, will require work during the school year and not just during the summer because ASCIT would like to see the BIG Ts come out on time.

BIG T pay: $300

Editing the little t also requires work, but is possibly easier than that of the BIG T. Most little t work will entail rewording or rewriting past entries in the little t, learning how to use the California Tech typesetter, and laying out photodyne copy. Little t work can extend further into the summer than BIG T work, but don't push your luck.

Little t pay: $150

BONUS for the BIG T and Little t: $100 dollars each upon the arrival of a publication which meets the approval of the ASCIT BOD, for work which it should look nice, and be on time.

---

**Apply To Become WISE**

Applications are being accepted for the 1981 WISE student participants (Washington Internships for Students of Engineering). Fifteen engineering students, selected in a nationwide competition, will be invited to Washington, D.C., in the summer of 1981 to learn first-hand how engineers and the engineering profession contribute to policy decisions on complex technological matters. Applications for WISE are sought from third-year engineering students, and further information can be obtained from the Placement Office, Room 8, Dabney Hall.

---

**CASCIT Party**

Friday, Oct. 31 (Halloween) there will be a Halloween Party (logical?) on the 2nd floor of Old Gates (condemned building west of the horizontal pillar). Students are encouraged to form editorial pairs, or have staff members lined up for duty before signing up. The BIG T, with this year's seniors, will require work during the school year and not just during the summer because ASCIT would like to see the BIG Ts come out on time.

BIG T pay: $300

---

**The War After The War**

To End War, Repeated

World War II is resumed Saturday night at 7:30 in Dabney Hall when the Caltech Gamers hold their first naval miniatures game of the year. Come satisfy your latent destructive urges; new players are always welcome.

Flicks

Tuesday, November 4, Professor Andreas Aebl will show a film titled Pe r e vel le le Guaito n, by Eric Kastner, at 7:30 pm in Baxter Lecture Hall. This film, which is part of Lit 160a, is open to all Caltech students.

---

**Trick or Treat**

Halloween is on its way, so is the first Caltech blood drive. As usual the kind people from the Red Cross will be treating the house which donates the most blood to a keg of beer.

This term the Caltech Red Cross Blood Bank will be available for Caltech donors in Dabney Lounge on Thursday and Friday, November 6th and 7th, from 9-45 am to 2-30 pm. If you want an appointment please call Margaret Coll, ext 2374 (Personnel), Drop-ins are always welcome.

---

**Make a date with advanced technology.**

The Aerospace Corporation will be on campus November 19

See your placement office.

---

**Enjoy Lunch & Dinner And Pizza With Us or Take It Out**

**PRIMO**

Italian Specialties

350 S. Lake Ave, Pasadena 795-4749

In the Colonnade across from Bullock's

Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-8:30 p.m.

WITH THIS COUPON — GOOD AFTER 5 P.M.

LIMIT ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER

You may buy ONE drink in a glass
drink, or a soft drink
for $2 with purchase of any dinner or pizza

---

**WANTED**

**Dogg-Loving Student**

To house, feed and behind two Poodles, while we take occasional trips. Ten-minute drive from Tech. Duties will not interfere with studies or employment. 799-5869

**STUDENT SHOP MEMBERS**

This is your chance for easy money! Tech has some small projects requiring carpenter or housework skills. Some work is of time involved, good money better than working on Interhouse Lea. Bring your resume to the Tech office or call x2154.

---

**Classified Ads**

**FOR RENT**

Furnished one-bedroom. Quiet area. Use of Tech! Entire area of Tech! Hotel at 210 and Villa. House for $250.00 + d. utilities paid. Window air, carpet, 355-3571 for appointment.

**FOR SALE**

GENE RUBIN AU DIO. We carry on those products which provide highest quality and value. Equipment: PS Audio, Thiel, NAD, Acoustics, Chartwell LS3/5A, Spica, VPI, Cone, Spica, KMLAbs, Dynavector. LAST, Live Wire, Platte Matfer, and more. M/C & VISA (213) 571-1299.

**SERVICES**

PROFESSIONAL TYPING by executive secretary. IBM Selectric: Resumes; theses, reports, Master's theses, English Lit graduate student.

**TYPING AND EDITING SERVICE**

In English Lit graduate student. Effective, dependable, conscientious. Call 257-4300.

**HELP WANTED**

**Dogg-Loving Student** to house, feed and behind two Poodles, while we take occasional trips. Ten-minute drive from Tech. Duties will not interfere with studies or employment. 799-5869

**STUDENT SHOP MEMBERS**! This is your chance for easy money! Tech has some small projects requiring carpenter or housework skills. Some work is of time involved, good money better than working on Interhouse Lea. Bring your resume to the Tech office or call x2154.

**OPPORTUNITIES**

WE NEED YOUR HELP. Learn to earn up to $500 per thousand words by typing and editing. We show you how. Details: send 50c to IASS and 50c to SASE to GILD, 960 P.O. Box 2174, Yorba Linda, CA 92886. (Please mark envelope with “G-50c”)

Buying or selling something? You too. Take out an ad in The California Tech! $2.50 per inch plus 40c per extra line for Classified. Bring ad copy to the Tech office or call extension 2154, D.O.K.